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out of the hospital. Waiting for their polo team to get
Crimson are reported to be another sanctioned sport. The
petitioning the NCAA to recommend cross country skis. Unfor-
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to snow drifts. Snowshoers, however, have no
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difficult time. After all, a tennis
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When You Buy
Following are some of our name brand lines that we carry

Specializing in Automotive Replacement Parts and
Accessories for 40 Years

Generous Discounts for All Students
with College ID

No Hassle — Money Back Guarantee

Master/Charge Available

Following are some of our name brand lines that we carry for import and domestic:
- Anco Blades
- Bendix Brake
- Monroe Shocks
- Champion Plugs
- AC Filters & Plugs
- DuPont Chemicals
- Dayco Belts
- Bendix Brake
- Delco Ignition and Batteries
- Valvoline Oil & Walker Exhaust

Courteous and Knowledgeable Personnel to Assist You at
All Times.

DO IT YOURSELF SPECIAL
When You Buy 5 Quarts Valvoline 19w-40 Oil For $6.95, Get One
Valvoline Oil Or Air Filter For $1.99

Take a break
with Greyhound

Go Greyhound,
and leave the driving to us.

Community Opticians
534 Mass. Ave.
Central Square Cambridge
354-6535

Make Mom’s Day
Great Kitchen Gear For Great Cooks
Save 28% on Farberware 15 pc. Gift Set—stainless steel with aluminum clad bottoms for thorough heat distribution.

Party Perfect Savings
Nordic 24 pc. Beverage Set — for Spring sociables and Summer soirees.
Gift box contains 8 each of the following:

Savings on INGRID
Ideas Mom Will Love
6pc. multi-color mixing bowl set
Reg. $14.00 Sale $ 9.99
Nesting canister set
Reg. $20.00 Sale $17.99
Spice rack with jars
Reg. $14.00 Sale $ 9.99
Spinning storage organizer
Reg. $22.00 Sale $17.99
Large serving tray
Reg. $15.00 Sale $12.99
All items in bold iridized colors: red, blue, yellow, white.

By SUSAN V. HANSD
Staff Writer

Getting the right eyeglasses isn’t as simple as many consumers think. Eyeglass manufacturing is imperfect, but you don’t have to settle for less than the perfect pair.

The Herald American took a doctor’s prescription for nearsightedness and astigmatism and ordered identical glasses from eight Boston-area opticians. When the doctor, George Garcia of the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary, checked the glasses he found:

No two pairs were the same.
Only one pair matched the prescription perfectly, although four others fell within acceptable tolerances.
No one pair was flagrantly wrong; two others were wrong enough to affect vision slightly.

In the Herald American’s sample of eight pairs, five were acceptable to Dr. Garcia, although only one matched the prescription perfectly. The two pairs that were slightly wrong had no discernible effect on the wearer’s vision. The same was true for the rejected glasses, although Garcia said these would hamper the vision eventually.

The cheapest glasses, made by apprentices at The Optique, were also the furthest off. Yet the second-cheapest pair, made by technicians in the central lab of the Community Opticians chain, were the only perfect match.
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